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HEYDAY DECADES, 1920s

sing items appearing in the Davis Enterprise, I want in this chapter to chronicle the two
phases of the Terminal building’s construction and to suggest something of the richness
and variety of social life that began to center on the Terminal Cafe just after its new

opening on November 12, 1924.

This chapter focuses on the four years of 1924–27––roughly the mid and late 1920s.  In the next
chapter, I survey the subsequent two decades.

1) CONSTRUCTION AND OPENING IN 1924
Although the building’s construction did not begin until August, 1924, the briefly displaced
Terminal Cafe was re-opened well in time to have a strong finish in 1924.

3.1.  Published August 1, 1924, the story appearing on the next
page is the first Davis Enterprise report on a new building at the
northeast corner of G and Second streets. In the right-hand
column, we are told that the building will be one story, but
constructed so that a second story and a wing can be added later.
This was, in fact, undertaken in 1926 (and described later in this
chapter).

U
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3 .2.
The
building at
Second and
G streets
was moved
just to the
north of
139 G
Street,
which is
now   a
hotel
parking lot.

3.3.
The
existing
Cafe
apparent-
ly
continued
to operate
in its old
building in
its new
location.

3.4.  Progress on the new building is
reported in the second paragraph.

3.5.  In this first ad for the Cafe, Davis is so small
that one does not have to include the address.
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3.6.  William Henry Scott, who owned and edited the
Davis Enterprise, was unabashedly partisan on many
matters he reported.  In this November 7th article he is
unequivocally enthusiastic about this new establishment.
________________________________________________________

3.7. Cleanliness in restaurants was a serious issue in the
1920s. This November 14th ad seeks to assure people on
this matter by offering them “a visit of inspection.”
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3.8 The Terminal Cafe seated 130, but Davisites apparently
turned out in numbers much greater than this.  In 1924, the
town population was about 1,100.  This report of crowding
suggests that perhaps some twenty percent of the Davis
population turned out to eat at the grand opening.

3.9. The B and B Meat Company opening announced in this
December 5th article was the first of a series of meat shops
that occupied the northern-most retail space up to and after
World War II.
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2) THE NEW DAVIS SOCIAL CENTER IN 1925
Reports in the 1925 Davis Enterprise suggest that the new Terminal Cafe almost instantly became
“the” place to “meet and greet” among Davis elites and the civic-minded. The following is a
sample of these reports for 1925. Because my focus is the Terminal Building rather than the
particular groups, I have edited out much of what is reported about what groups did at their
meetings.  I hope readers will find this frustrating enough to propel them to research these
groups.

3.11. The “Men’s Class” consisted of adult male
members of the Community Church. It was a “Sunday
School” group that seemed mostly to discuss civic
affairs at their meetings.

3.10. This meeting on January 23rd  was one of a
great many held in this period in order to wrestle
with the question of adopting a “city plan.” Such a
plan implied, among other things, “zoning,” a
scheme for telling people where they could build
what kind of structures.
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3.12.  The evening of March 6th, 1925, the Davis
Business Men’s Association changed its name to the
Chamber of Commerce.

3.13. The Merchants Club, apparently a group
different from the Chamber of Commerce, also met
at the Terminal Cafe.

3.14. In the 1920s, it appears to have been
common for local adults to sing before
groups in quartets and solo (March 26th).
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3.15. The speaker on sheep at this meeting, Professor
H. F. Miller, lived in the house at the southwest
corner of B and Eighth streets.

3.16. This is another of the many meetings at the
Terminal Cafe on the topic of city planning (April
24th).
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3.17. Oysters and Abalone
were widely popular foods in
the 1920s (November 13th

advertisement).

3.18.  Davis
Enterprise
Advertisement,
November 20, 1925.
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3. 19. This story
goes on to report
that the
merchants were
so enthusiastic
about a boxing
team they voted
to offer a trophy
cup to be
contested for
annually.

3.20. The Davis
Rotary Club was
organized out of
this meeting at
the Terminal
Cafe on
December 4,
1925.

[November 27, 1925]

3) THE TERMINAL HOTEL ADDED IN 1926-27
Apparently bolstered by the success of their Terminal Cafe, Messrs. Belenis and Tingus
embarked, in November, 1926, on the previously envisioned expansion of the building into a
hotel.

3.21. Before that heady addition
work, though, restaurant life went
on. This greeting of the season is
one of about a dozen occupying
an entire page of the Enterprise
dated January 1, 1926.
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3.22. Davis
Enterprise,
January 15,
1926.
Although
apparently
not
common,
crimes such
as this were
not rare in
Davis,
either.

3.23. Davis
Enterprise,
January 29,
1926. Public
sanitation
was a key
issue in
California in
the 1920s.
The State
had begun
programs of
inspection
and found
Davis eating
places–-the
Terminal
Cafe
excepted–-
wanting.
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3.24. Davis Enterprise,
November 12, 1926.

3.25. Davis Enterprise, December
10, 1926.
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3.26. Davis Enterprise front page, April 1, 1927.  The
banner headline, above, has been reduced to fit on this
page. The accompanying front page story has been
enlarged to make it easier to read.
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3.27. The above opening day advertisement also appeared
on the April 1, 1927 front page.  Unlike the opening of the
Terminal Cafe, which received, as seen, a rather detailed
write-up, there was no follow-up Enterprise report on the
Hotel opening.  But, then, and unlike eating, checking into
a hotel just a few blocks from one’s home is not something
many Davis people were likely to do.

3.28. This is the earliest known photograph of the Terminal
Building. It is reproduced from a 1928 University Farm
promotional booklet and was probably taken in 1927 or
1928. (The booklet is in the California Promotion Collection
of the UCD University Library Special Collections.)

4) CONCLUSION
I have in this chapter reported the beginnings of
the Terminal Cafe and Hotel and the building
that housed them. By means of excerpts from
news stories I have suggested that the Terminal
Cafe was a key venue in the social life of Davis in
the 1920s.  In the next chapter, we look at the next
two decades.
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he pages of the Davis Enterprise continued to feature meetings of leading groups at the
Terminal Cafe up to (and beyond) World War II. Because of the repetition, I will not
provide many further examples of these happenings.

Instead, I want to focus on photographs. Curiously, there are almost no known pictures of the
Terminal Building dating from the 1920s–-or even of G Street more generally. This began to
change in the 1930s and beyond, and I want to feature those photographs in this chapter.

1) SECOND AND G STREETS AS ICONIC DAVIS
The importance of these images resides, in the first instance, in the very fact that their takers
made them and included the Terminal Building. The fact that there are so many pictures of the
area at and near the intersection of Second and G streets–-but not of many other Davis locales–-
suggests to me that the picture-takers believed that they were picturing “Davis” in these photos.

But they were not just picturing Davis. The fact of the pictures means that they thought Davis
was important enough to warrant photographing and/or that people to whom they might sell
the pictures were of that belief.

Specifically, the period before World War II was still an era–-albeit then waning–-of the “real
photograph” postcard. Camera and print technology made it possible for postcard-
entrepreneurs to make and sell photographs of town scenes at affordable prices. Several of the
photographs in this chapter were taken for the purpose of making such real photograph
postcards. Entrepreneur decisions to make cards of Davis tells us they believed there was a
market. The fact that these cards center on Second and G tells us their assessment of what “was”
Davis to them. The featured buildings, which regularly included the Terminal Building, were,
to them, the defining or iconic features of the town.

4.1. Davis Enterprise, August 21, 1931.
The structure is called “The Terminal
Hotel Building” in this ad. Some
telephones now have three rather
than only the two digits we saw in
the 1920s. But, a street address is still
not needed.

T
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4.2.  August 7,
1931. Into the
1930s, the custom
of opening and
closing meetings
with solo singing
performances by
local people
continued.

4.3.  September 4,
1931. People not
only sang solo at
local meetings,
they performed
songs written by
local people. “Dr.
Roadhouse” and
“Dr. Hayes” were
prominent faculty
at the University
Farm.
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4.4. 1933
“Appraisal of
Property” sheet
for the
“Terminal
Hotel.” This one
of a set of 464
such sheets, one
for each
developed
structure in
Davis in 1933.
The complete
set is housed in
the UC Davis
University
Library
Department of
Special
Collections. The
“year built” of
1925 shown
here is
apparently a
negotiated date
since we know
that the first
part of the
building was
built in 1924
and the second
in 1926-27.

4.5. From the first issue of the
University Farm yearbook to today,
many Davis businesses bought
advertisements that appeared in a
special section at the back. This is the
Terminal Hotel and Cafe ad in the El
Rodeo of 1934..
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4.6. On March 26, 1936, A. E. Gilmore
photographed Davis from a Goodyear blimp. The
above is an excerpt from that photo, showing the
Terminal Hotel on the left. The entire picture is
printed on page 10  of Lofland and Haig, 2000. (The
print from which I scanned the picture is owned by
Pete Richards of the Davis Gold and Silver
Exchange.)

4.7. Davis looking east in a photo taken ~1939. College
Park is in the lower left and the University Farm Quad
is in the lower right. I include this view here to draw
attention to just how small Davis was even on the eve
of World War II.  (Scanned from photograph number
3789 in the UC Davis University Library Special
Collections.)
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2) DAVIS’ ONLY ALL-NIGHT ESTABLISHMENT
In 1939 and for a while later, it appears that Davis had a single establishment that stayed open
all-night and that was the Terminal Hotel. In this sense, the Terminal Building housed the
watcher of the night, the single entity awake to sound the alarm in the case of emergency.

This came to be because in November of 1939 the telephone system changed from a live
operator to an automatic system. Prior to that, there was an all-night live telephone operator in
Davis who served as the watcher of the night and to whom people reported fire and other
emergencies. The operator then relayed the calls to the right authority.

Having no operator, the first Fire Department response was to hook the Department’s phone
directly to the alarm. This was quickly abandoned because pranksters rang up only to make the
alarm sound. One mother even instructed her children that it was time to come home when
they heard the fire alarm, for she would call up in order to set it off.

The solution then devised was to have an extension on the Fire Department phone (number
456), near the cash register at the Terminal Hotel and Cafe. Someone was always there when it
rang. The employee who answered that phone took the call and then called the unlisted number
that set off the fire alarm.

This system was not perfect, though. There were only 999 numbers on the system in Davis and
teenagers made it a game to call numbers until they hit it. This made it necessary to change the
unlisted number “about every four months” (Miller, n.d., 132).

All this gaming became unnecessary when Davis grew large enough to justify paying people to
be at the fire station twenty-four hours a day.  (I draw the above from pages 131 and 132 of
Charles Miller’s delightful compilation of materials on his father’s service as the Davis Fire
Chief from mid-1934 to late 1940 (Miller, no date).

4.8. This 1939 El Rodeo yearbook ad fudges on the time period because the first part of
the building had stood for 15 years and the hotel for 12 years. The reference is likely
to the Belenis and Tingus Cafe, which preceded the building.
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4.9. Taken ~1940, this photo depicts “Main Street” Davis
close to its fullest “town” development. (This image is
scanned from a postcard owned by David Herbst..)

4.10. Downtown Davis in 1941. The business
district mostly stops at F Street on the west and
Third on the north. (Larkey Collection.)
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4.11. Excerpt from Fig. 4.10
providing a closer view of the
Terminal Building.

4.12. Excerpt from a photo in the Delay Family Collection in the Hattie
Weber Museum Archives. Taken about 1944, it shows two of the
business buildings next to the Terminal Building that would be
demolished in the “cowboy” 1950s–70s. Notice the welding shop, a
farm-oriented type of business that disappeared from the
“downtown.”
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4.13. Taken in 1944, this photo is from the
UCD University Library Special Collections
Eastman Collection, B-2123. Eastman titled
the full picture “Main Street, Davis,
California” and published it as a postcard.

4.14. Photographed by Eastman Studios in
1945 (B-3153), the building’s brick south
wall has been covered with stucco. (UCD
Special Collections.)
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4.15. In aerial photographs taken in September, 1946, Eastman Studios
likely captured Davis at its fullest small town development. Below is an
excerpt from one of those pictures that sold widely as a picture postcard.
(Eastman B-4705, UCD Special Collections.)

3) AN OLD WORLD ENDS
The photographs in this chapter depict aspects of the last stage of small town America. Even
though the country was rapidly urbanizing, across the nation towns such as Davis still retained
a certain economic and social integrity.

But following World War II, this all changed very rapidly. In the next two chapters we will see
how these changes played out in Davis in general and, specifically, with regard to the Terminal
Building.
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